M&P COVID-19 Information
Is It Safe To Return?
Honestly, everyone needs to determine their level of comfort for themselves, but we feel that the answer is ‘yes’,
and with our new LARGE studios – the answer is even more so! With the most physical space of any Calgary music
studio – along with air purification systems and constant adherence to the advice of the Health professionals – we
have created a music education environment that you can confidently and safely call home!
Below are the guidelines/information that we are following to help keep you safe.
Faculty/Staff
Must be cleared for work by administration each day prior to work at the Studios (attest to health and have
temperature check prior to entry)
Must wear facemasks and wash hands regularly (teachers to source their desired mask(s). We request faculty
secure masks they are comfortable with. M&P will provide faculty with financial support for acquiring masks
(one-time $20 payment).
Faculty: clean surfaces in rooms between students (wipe twice: first clean surface then use disinfectant)
Admin: Staff room and all high-touch areas wiped down every two hours (during main operations)
Practice Cup – Students will receive punch cards to be punched at front desk prior to lesson by Admin
Faculty/Admin: MUST contact (and receive a reply) from families/students who miss classes
Students/Families/Visitors
Don’t Visit If. Students and visitors should not visit the M&P Studios if they are experiencing symptoms such as
fever, sore throat, cough, runny nose or difficulty breathing, or if they have had diarrhea within the past day.
Face Coverings. All parents, students and teachers are required to wear a face covering in our common areas.
Please refer to the M&P Policy letter for specific programs for details on use of face coverings during
classes/lessons.
Clean Hands. Everyone is asked to please wash their hands upon arrival, and sanitize their hands when they leave.
Check-In. Students and family members will be ‘checked-in’ to our studios when they arrive for each lesson to
ensure that they are free of COVID symptoms (this includes confirming they are symptom-free and a temperature
check). A parent/caregiver should arrive with all students aged 12 and under. This also applies to all M&P Faculty
and Staff.
Going to Class. Once in the lobby, students will remove their outdoor footwear and place it on a tray outside their
classroom, hang their coat on a hook, and - when appropriate - take their personal belongings to their classroom.
Safety In The Classroom. All students and teachers must wear a face covering during lessons unless physical
distancing is observed and agreed to by the teacher and student/parent.
Waiting. With the move to our new – and larger – location, waiting is once again allowed in our second floor
waiting area. A Waiting Area to Accommodate COVID. Parents/caregivers are welcome to wait in our large waiting
area, providing they are able to observe all safety protocols, including the wearing of a face covering. Please help
to keep us all safe by limiting the number of caregivers coming with the student

Washrooms. Students should ensure they have gone to the washroom prior to class as students are expected to
remain in their classroom during their entire session. To help keep everyone safe, it is recommended to go the
washroom prior to coming to the studio to help limit contact. M&P washrooms are located on the main floor.
Help to Limit the Risk. All students are asked to arrive to their lesson/class with only one caregiver if possible.
While we do have significant space to accommodate waiting at our new location, we ask that families work with us
to limit the number of people in our common areas and to help limit the risk to our staff and students.
Physical Distancing. Please help us maintain this critical aspect of safety as much as possible. Providing
appropriate physical distancing is the KEY reason we made the commitment to move our new studios this summer
and while you will see it is now the safest music school in the city, we do need everyone’s help to keep it that way.
Alternate Lesson Arrangements If Sick. In-person lessons will not be available to any student:
•
experiencing any COVID, cold or flu symptoms;
•
if the student has traveled outside of the country, or other area of concern within Canada, and
has not completed the mandatory quarantine period; or
•
who has been exposed to someone who has tested positive to COVID within 14 days.
In these cases, an online lesson, provided on the same day - and at the same time - will be available to the student
provided that the student has given the Studio appropriate prior notice (before 12:00 noon on the day of their
lesson).
Signs of Illness During a Lesson. Should a student display any signs of sickness during their lesson time, they will
be asked to stop their lesson and, if their parent/caregiver is not waiting onsite, they will be isolated in a separate
room until their parent/guardian can pick them up.
Change In Program Delivery. If, at any time, either the Student or the M&P decide that it would be safer to return
to online lessons, the Student and M&P agree to respect that decision and move forward on that basis with a goal
of returning to in-studio lessons as soon as is practical for both parties.
Mandated Closure. Should the Government find it necessary to mandate closures of non-essential businesses
again this year, as we did last March, all in-person lessons will transfer to our Online Learning Program and
continue online. The withdrawal policies for each program are specified in the M&P Policy letter for each area.
Cleaning. Yes, it should go without saying, but it seems it wasn’t common everywhere before COVID
. M&P will
continue to regularly clean and disinfect surfaces throughout the day. This includes keyboards seating and
surfaces, and other PPE utilized in lessons BETWEEN EACH lesson.
Administration Items. We have put in place a number of measures to help keep everyone safe:
- Our new studios once again have Plexiglas shields at our reception areas.
- We will NOT be accepting cash payments at this time but accept on-site debit payments for one-off purchases.
- There will be no sharing of devices to register onsite -Administration will register people on-site if required.
- Books are still available for purchase but are not yet back on display to limit cross contamination.

FAQs
Do Students Need Their Own Masks? The short answer is ‘yes’ and, as has been recommended by health officials,
having a mask(s) that suits/fits you is your best to ensure your maximum safety. M&P will also have disposable
masks onsite for the times when that is just not possible.
What If A Student Is Unable To Attend A Lesson Due to Sickness or Quarantine? Should a student be unable to
attend their regular In-Studio lesson, an online/virtual lesson will be available at the student's regular scheduled
lesson day and time, provided that the student has notified the studio prior to 12:00 noon on the day of their
lesson. All other regular make-up lesson policies will continue to apply.
Is it Back to Normal Now? No, as you know we are still in the pandemic and following the guidance of Health and
Government officials. But M&P re-opened June 1 to in-person lessons and has done so without incident since
then. With our move to our new 7500sf space this summer, the safety we are able to offer is unequalled in the city
and we are confident in our ability to continue to follow the guidance provided and keep all our families, students
and faculty safe. Those students wishing to return to In-Studio lessons are MOST welcome to do so – as it is just a
better learning experience, AND those who wish to continue virtually, or for In-Home lessons will be well-served by
our leading approaches to these other two learning options!
While we have taken significant steps to ensure a safe environment for our students and faculty to return to,
please do not feel pressure to return to the Studio for in-person lessons if you are not yet ready to do so. There are
lots of options, but as always, providing you with quality, and safe, music education is first and foremost.
Will Private Lessons For All Instruments Return To In-Studio Delivery? If you are comfortable with the physical
distancing we have worked to provide for those instruments, and individual vocal at our new studios, the answer is
yes. All other instruments – as of June 1 - have returned to In-Studio lesson delivery.
Are Group Music Classes Returning to In-Studio Delivery? Yes, our Group classes (The Safari, Music Pups, Music
Cats, Music Adventures) are returning to In-Studio delivery under revised operating procedures and reduced class
sizes. The Music Class @ Home (Online Music Pups/Cats) will also be offered this fall as an alternative to those not
able to attend in person.
Are Musical Theatre Classes Returning to In-Studio Delivery? Musical Theatre will not be returning to In-Studio
delivery this fall but we will be offering another Virtual Musical Theatre piece – like we did in the Spring for
students to participate in.
How Are Recitals Being Presented? Recitals are still a ways off, and we will continue to monitor the situation to
determine the best solution for showcasing our great students closer to those dates.
Thank you for your support as we work through this new world TOGETHER. For over a decade we have put our
students and their education, health and safety first and, going forward, we will continue to so AND will continue
to always make decisions that best support these key values of M&P and that help us to Build Great People.

